


Acknowledgements and 
Foreword

“Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive that

is Youer than You.” - Dr.Seuss

To bounce back from last year's 6th place finish would be no mean

feat for Hampden House, and now, with the limitations we as a school face

with lockdown as well as the complexity and sensitivity of the theme

Diversity, the challenge is greater than ever.

For 2021 to be different, something had to change.

I have seen first-hand the quality and quantity of contributions

from people throughout Hampden, and it has far exceeded my expectations.

The sincerity and maturity that the theme has been dealt with is evident

across all pieces, showing the consideration and care the writers of Hampden

have managed to sustain. I would like to express my gratitude to everyone

who has submitted their writing this year, regardless of inclusion in

the final magazine; without your original and innovative work,

Diversity would not be possible.

Our approach to editing has changed drastically by recruiting

an experienced, senior editing team lead by Lewis Hodges (Yr13) to

sift through our submissions and discuss which would make the cut.

Many thanks go to James Davies (Yr13), Aryan Saxena (Yr12), Jude Page

(Yr12) and Dom Lai (Yr11); these dedicated editors took time out of

their busy schedules to give back to the house and their efforts are greatly

appreciated.

On top of this, the efforts shown by Dhruva Menon (Yr12), Deputy

Head Boy Josh Lai and once again Dom Lai (Yr11) cannot go without

mention as their contributions to the design and construction of our final

magazine have been pivotal in ensuring that it reflects the effort and talent

the house has presented with us this year.

This theme within Hampden House has clearly been exhibited by

the range of students that have provided us their opinions, interpretations

and research into Diversity.
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Equality
Harry Doherty – Yr8

Everybody can be different.

From the way they act to the way they look, this is

called diversity. It does not matter if you are a

different race, or like the same gender; we are all the

same, all human.

This modern day world is very accepting, leading to

people living their dreams with no need to stress and

feel fear. BLM has made a big impact on diversity as

it has shown us what it means to be different in skin

colour and why there should be no such thing as

racism in our world. There should be a wide range of

variety in what you want to do, or who you want to be

and that is what makes people unique, different to

others in the world.

Be different.
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Let me Explain...
Humza Zahoor – Yr7

Diversity

Well what is diversity? First, diverse means variety so will diversity be similar?

There are many different diversities like Political Diversity, Cultural Diversity or

even the music group Diversity. Diversity can relate to the characteristics of a

group of people. Characteristics can make people unique.

Cultural Diversity

Cultural Diversity can include appreciating different cultures in the society.

Cultural diversity includes different cultures and ethnic groups. Cultural diversity

can include people’s race, age, gender, religion and their cultural background.

Cultural diversity can include your nationality and what abilities you have. E.g.:

talents, hobbies, likes, dislikes. Cultural diversity can help to show stereotypes of

people like what their hobbies are. Cultural diversity should be respected.

Everyone's the same to you on the inside but everyone has a unique outside. We

should respect all societies. Cultural Diversity can also mean different cultures

respect other cultures' differences.

Equality

Equality can be related to diversity in many different ways. First of all, what is

equality? Well, equality is treating everyone with respect no matter what race, age,

gender or cultural background they are from. For example a little while ago in

America people were not treating black people with respect. This is a matter of

inequality which is very disappointing. People were being discriminated because

of the colour of their skin which is very disgraceful. Everyone should be treated

with the same amount of respect. If someone is not being treated with respect and

other people are then this is a matter of inequality and prejudice.

How can we stop inequality and discrimination?

We can stop discrimination by calling 101 to inform someone about a racist

incident. In addition, if it is an emergency, call your local emergency services so

that discrimination will stop everywhere in the world. You can also stop

discrimination by public awareness. Everyone should understand why we should

respect others because we don’t own this planet. We share it with other species and

people.
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I don’t know what this word means.

I take a guess.

I think about the reasons why I do 

certain things.

I don’t like the stereotype behind it.

Isn’t it obvious you would want to do it?

I mean how foolish it would be to go 

through life

Without thinking the reasons behind 

your actions.

It seems dead obvious to me.

Ignorance is stupidity. Is it not?

People call me “Diverse”

It’s almost funny why that happens.

I feel the dance of everything. Like the 

fireflies making beautiful patterns.

I want to understand the pattern.

To know or to think I know.

Make inferences from it. See the Morse 

code of the dance.

So that I can sink in with it.

Every part of me moves with it.

So that I can be the moon.

To reflect some light of the sun of life.

To provide some dim hope in the night 

sky.

Diversity is my mirror

Its reflection a twisted truth.

An enigmatic, distanced youth.

Define Diverse
Tony Alocious – Yr11

To understand the music 

that makes everything move.

The magic behind 

everything I experience.

To take the pain of others and 

make it my own.

To stand up. When needed.

People call me “Diverse”

I don’t even know what it means.

But the urge to be logical

Rather illogical. Dive into the ocean

And flow with the motion

To merge with the mass of a thousand 

droplets.

Merge into fiery waves of paused 

elegance

Floating. Freely. Liberated. Lamely.

To merge with the lives of a million 

more

A life irrelevant to a million before

And crave to understand. Not choose to 

ignore.

People call me “Diverse”

Again. Again. Again.

Not rest until I find

What exactly this word means,

It seems undefined.

Yet it is a richness that occupies my 

dreams

My body and My mind.
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We Could Live Life
Rohan Appikatla - Yr7

Down the alley, into the street

Fearing everyone that you meet.

Nothing you remember, nothing you know,

Every interaction feels like a blow.

You feel yourself collapsing without support,

Every few seconds your vision distorts,

You need help, you know it, you feel it,

But you trudge along, determined to beat it.

Sometimes it's easy to will yourself to change,

To ignore your problems and hope they fade away,

But maybe if we could embrace the way we are,

That we all, in some way, are extremely bizarre.

We could live life happier than ever before,

We could live the life we've always adored,

Some dark, some light, some rich, some poor,

Together we can open life's many doors.

Some fat, some thin, some large, some slender,

We could live our lives in fabulous splendour.
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The Importance of 
Diversity

Oscar Bennett – Yr7

Diversity - the practice or quality of including or involving people from a

range of different social and ethnic backgrounds and of different genders,

sexual orientations, etc. Diversity is very important because we need the

opinions and beliefs of all people. For example, Louis Braille. When he

was 3 he was blinded in one eye by a tool in his father’s workshop, and

blinded in the other soon after. Those of you who haven’t heard of Louis

Braille will be thinking, well what did he do that was significant? In his

life he went on to create a new code using dots, that blind people can feel

to spell words. This applies to diversity, as Louis Braille himself was

blind, but he considered the views of other blind people and did

something to make their lives better. Only a blind person could have

invented this as he had a unique understanding of what blind people

needed.

Another example of why diversity is so important, and why we need it in

our lives is Stephen Hawking. When Stephen Hawking was 21 he was

diagnosed with ALS, a disease affecting his muscles and growth and

reducing him to spending his days in a wheelchair, and speaking through

a computer. He was told he had two years to live, to the age of 23, yet he

lived to the age of 76. He was one of the most celebrated physicists of all

time, he wrote a book called ‘A Brief History of Time’ and discovered so

many unknown mysteries of time and space. The special thing about

Stephen Hawking is that he showed that disability does not limit you in

any way, and you can still achieve great things.

So what have we learned? We have learned to not discriminate against

people with disabilities, but to accept and respect them, and to include

them in everything we do, and not believe that because they have

disabilities, or because they are different, they cannot do everything we

can. Diversity is something to be celebrated.
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Humans, We Are
Lehat Sanan – Yr9

It doesn’t matter who you are or where you come

from, we are all the same. We are all humans. We

all look different, cherish different values; some

have different sexual orientations, but we are all the

same deep down. We all have bones, muscles and

skin. We might look different but not one of us is

not human. We are all the same yet are all unique in

our own special ways. We all have different skills

and passions, and strengths and weaknesses but

there is always one thing that unites us, our

humanity and who we are as a community, we are

all humans and we shouldn’t have any prejudice

present and affecting others due to their skin colour

or their ancestry. We are all humans so we should

share concern for each other and love each other,

because we are all the same.
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Diversity Around Us
Sam Hughes – Yr9

Diversity is all around you,

No one is ever identical to you,

A nation composed of many countries,

A town made up of many individuals,

A street with many homes,

Many people and their different backgrounds

Surrounded by others cherishing one another

Diversity gives us power,

It gives us pride in who we are,

Diversity creates new stories

And shapes our natural character,

All of us need to value each other,

Regardless of skin colour, gender or age

As without value no one can truly be themselves.

On the outside we may be different

But on the inside we are the same,

Together united standing proud,

Standing tall.

If we all truly appreciated one another,

No one would be singled out,

No one would feel hurt,

And the world would be a better place.
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Diversity is the understanding and acceptance of what makes everyone

unique in their ways. A common misconception of diversity is that

it only related or refers to one’s race, gender, ethnicity or religion, but it

does not only conform to these factors. Diversity includes all the

previously stated matters as well as things like hobbies and talents or

values and opinions. All these points are a part of being diverse.

Diversity and racial equality are often put together as they have topics

that are in the same brackets such as diversity in terms of race, which is

topical at the moment considering the recent events that have occurred in

2020, such as protests about racial equality and diversity. Yet diversity is
not just limited to this.

Diversity is vital to and for human life, as it introduces us to

new experiences like living styles and religions. All of these

experiences are important to society because it allows us to learn how

others live and to expand our knowledge and wisdom so that you are

able to appreciate each other more than you ever could before. What

makes the world such an amazing place is that everyone is unique and

although you can find multiple people with the same interests there is

always someone else who can have different hobbies. For example,

you might find two people who like football and then you can also find

two people that like football and cricket. No one is only limited to one

interest so that’s what makes us all so diverse.

To summarise, diversity is one of the most significant and

important aspects of life as a whole and it’s necessary to realise,

understand and accept that you are not the same as anyone else, and that

we as a society, should respect this, as well as other people’s

opinions, hobbies and interest.

This is Diversity!
Laurent Pllana – Yr8
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Diversity Against Time
Thomas Meader – Yr10

Diversity. It defines us all. You may think yourself to be just like other

people, but you’re not. You are in every way different to other people.

Whether it be your race, your religion, your body or your personality.

You are different, you are diverse.

Maya Angelou, an American poet, once said 'We all should know that

diversity makes for a rich tapestry, and we must understand that all the

threads in the tapestry are equal in value, no matter what their

colour.' She is right; everyone is equal no matter who they are. With

the current climate of our world, filled with racism and abuse, it is

important that we remember we are all equal.

Martin Luther King Jr. stood up to racism and oppression, bringing far

more equality to America and throughout the whole world. He

marched with only peaceful protests, as his beliefs were robustly

against what violent ones would cause. In doing so, he helped bring

about more equal rights for black people and advance their standings

in society. He influenced the whole world with many speeches that

helped bring about and advance equality, yet sadly we are still

struggling with issues of racism today.

If these people can’t tell you that diversity can be good, I don't know

who can. As human beings, we need to remember that trying to be

normal doesn't matter if there was no normal to begin with.

9



Diversity Within the 
British Empire in WWII

Dominic Beattie – Yr9
At the time of the Second World War, Britain still had a large empire

covering 30% of world land mass and including 25% of the world

population. The countries within the empire had varying degrees of

independence, from Canada and Australia that were self-governing

dominions to Jamaica and Sri Lanka that were still governed by Britain.

Due to the vastness of the empire and its spread around the globe, it was

hugely diverse with all main ethnicities and religions incorporated.

However, despite the differences, the Empire and Commonwealth all

supported the Allies and was crucial to Britain’s war effort, ultimately

helping win the war. The Empire and Commonwealth firstly provided a

huge workforce for munitions production and money for much needed

military materials and equipment.

However, perhaps most importantly, the Empire and Commonwealth

allowed an enormous number of troops to be amassed in all areas of the

world which meant that the Allies could fight on multiple fronts around

the globe with considerable strength and eventually, success. These

soldiers mainly came from Australia, Canada, the various colonies in

Africa, India, New Zealand and South Africa. They also came from

places such as Burma, Hong Kong, Palestine, Fiji, Solomon Islands and

British Guiana. India contributed by far the largest number, with over 2.5

million men making up the largest volunteer army in history. These

soldiers formed their own units, commanded by British officers, as

colonials were not thought to be ‘officer material’.

Although colonial troops were not treated in the same way as British

ones and there was a certain level of discrimination, the war triggered the

independence of many more colonies and encouraged Britain to accept

diversity as a good idea. This means that WWII was likely to have had a

highly positive impact on British colonies and improved relations as

fellow human beings, rather than as slaves and owners. 10



Affirmative Action: A 
Necessary Discrimination?

Lewis Hodges – Yr13
Affirmative action (AA) in the US was introduced by President John F. Kennedy in

1965 to provide benefits to minority groups that would otherwise be at a social

disadvantage and discriminated against. AA refers to the favouring of someone from a

typically non-white racial group when universities or government institutes look

through applications. In extreme circumstances this can include quotas in which a

percentage of places at a university must be allocated to African Americans or Hispanics

for example. Naturally this has caused much debate amongst politicians and people in

the states as to whether AA is a necessary form of discrimination to improve diversity or

simply unfair to white citizens.

AA can be seen by most critics as patronising to minorities, and should focus more on

the pressing issues of class rather than race as well as the view that it is a cause of

racism rather than a solution to it, in that it breaks the 14th amendment.

On the other hand it was greatly needed to improve the socio-economic status of

minorities to close the gap between them and the privileged and to conquer the de facto

segregation that was present during the 60s. President Lyndon Johnson had this to say

on AA:

“You do not take a person who, for years, has been hobbled by chains and liberate him,

bring him up to the starting line of a race and then say, “you are free to compete with all

the others,” and still justly believe that you have been completely fair.”

However AA still remains inadequate by some people since it focuses on jobs and

college education rather than the early years of someone’s life which have already been

damaged by the effects of discrimination and sub-par education. When President Obama

was asked whether his children should receive the benefits of AA he declined, despite

agreeing with its principals. This shows that, unsurprisingly, since not all

African Americans are in the same unfortunate situation then an overly generalised

solution of AA might not be fair to apply to all minorities.

Saying this, closing the gaps between ethnic and racial groups in education and the

workplace can be seen as an effective way to ensure diversity is obtained and

maintained in a country where racism is such a pressing issue. It should help to create

tolerant and racially aware communities through exposure to other cultures and ideas.

This mixing of racial groups may even combat the effects of gentrification and redlining

which detriment the growth and quality of life of minorities.

To conclude, as to whether or not AA is a necessary form of discrimination, that is for

you to decide. There are areas where it has worked, it has clearly increased diversity in

universities and job sectors, but racism still exists in the US and affirmative action is not

a solution to it. Whether or not you agree, be sure to consider both sides of the

argument, as with any political issue, and use those facts to shape your opinion into

something substantiated and justified.
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A Story My Grandpa Told 
Me...

Gavin Biju – Yr9

Once upon a time in my childhood, my parents had gone overseas on a business trip. They

had left my grandparents to take care of me. My grandparents lived in the countryside and I

wasn’t used to it since I was a city-born child. At night I would get scared and go crying to

my grandpa, so he would always tell me this one story; it went a little like this…

A very long time ago, the Earth was a very different place. There were no cities, there were

no countries, the creatures we know of today did not exist and the land was filled with

exotic creatures of unknown origins. The most peculiar thing of all though was the fact that

there were only 4 humans. The 4 people were completely different, one was black, one was

yellow, one was brown and one was white. Some were hairy, some weren’t, some were tall,

some were short, some were thick and some were thin. However, not one of them felt out of

place. Not one of them felt that they weren’t supposed to be there. No-one discriminated

against anyone else, though of course there were the occasional disagreements that are

natural and anticipated amongst all living beings.

The reason these humans felt perfectly at home and natural was that everyone was different

to them; they were all so different that there was no dominant skin colour or specific way of

doing things. Of course, there were actions that they all did such as wearing clothes and

sleeping. However, as time passed, the animals of unknown origins started to change and

evolve into the animals we know today and the human population increased until the

humans started to realise that there were humans who had the same characteristics and

humans who had different characteristics. They started to group up into those who were the

same and started to disassociate with those who were different. This is what discrimination

originally was, a slight dislike which grew over time to become the mass prejudice we

know today.

Their prejudice grew until they split the land for each group and they separated with the

brown going east and the yellow going even further east, the white going west and the black

even further west. They split the land so that they would have no interaction whatsoever

between the groups and because of this they groups forgot about one another. After decades

of no interaction, people began to explore. They began to find one another again and this

spurred on discrimination.

This is where he would usually end the story and though he would change the words in the

story a little every time he would always say this: "Remember kid, no matter who you’re

talking to whatever age, gender, colour or nationality, remember that everyone deserves to

be treated the same as everyone is different and that is what makes the world so diverse and

wonderful."

Grandpa passed away 5 years ago, but I still remember the stories he told me and the

lessons behind them... 12



In Their Shoes
Eliott Godley – Yr10

As I stand in front of you all on this bitter Saturday morning, I look

around and see your eyes. Thousands of different eyes, no two are the

same. This difference is ignored and pushed to the side by society and

you may be thinking, "What is this old man going on about? Of course

my eyes are different to the guy next to me. No one cares about eyes,

they mean nothing." And that my friends is exactly my point. Why is it

that the colour of my skin is more important than the colour of my

eyes and that changes your view of me? Why is it that I should be

oppressed because of something as insignificant as the colour of my

skin? Why am I not viewed as equal to everyone else in this world?

Does the fact that I stand here as a black man make me any less of a

good human being. We must not continue living in the past. It is time

for change! And that change must come now! Why does my

creed mean I should be violently attacked in the streets? Why am I

looked down on if I am born with different traits to you? Take a

moment to imagine this world without the evil and terror that is forced

upon us. A world in which peace is abundant and equal opportunities

are given to all. As we march through the streets behind me, I want the

world to see that no matter your skin, gender, ethnicity or ability, we

will stand as one and we will show the world that everyone is equal

and we will not suffer anymore. We will not suffer! As the sun comes

out from behind the clouds, take it as a sign that we will achieve our

goal and we will be equal. I ask you, my fellow brothers and sisters, to

stand with me as we protest for our basic human rights and celebrate

the victories of others whilst fighting for our own. Let us walk down

these streets, showing the world that we mean business and that the

time of prejudice and discrimination has fallen.
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Diversity and differences are universal, everywhere

I look and I find

Various different people and

Environments, each resulting from

Rare cultures presented throughout the world

Stemming from different histories and

I realise

That this is beautiful, and nothing can compare to it

Your differences are what make you unique

Unique
Daniel Mousavi – Yr11
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The World's Differences
Leo Griffiths – Yr7

The winters grow long and the summer hides an eternity away. For

some this is a great truth that cannot be avoided and for others not,

though we do not fear this for there is always a light to be found no

matter how dark it is...

The fields stretch long and far like a blanket covering the hills, with

years of farming and labour sewing it together, and there is the

utopia where the shores shine bright and the trees glow green, filling

us with hope for what is and what is to come.

There is always bliss and there is always grief, for the world is ever

changing, yet we do not fear this and instead it gives us strength.

The rivers flow crystal blue and the sea sits dark and wide, hiding its

treasures like challenges for mankind to reach, uniting us all through

our insatiable curiosity and awe.

The rocky mountains of lands stand tall and proud, and the sandy

deserts lie across the landscapes spreading itself as far as it can go.

Though these are obstacles, they give us confidence and are ready to

be triumphed over.

These differences should not be avoided and instead we should be

thankful that our planet is interesting and most of all that there is

diversity.
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Helping Hand
Callum Meader – Yr10

Everyone is different yet we are all the same,

Whether it be because of your height or name,

Some people are bullied for being who they are,

Even if it is just a birthmark or merely a scar,

Everyone should be treated equally on this Earth,

Because we all have the same worth,

We all have flaws of our own,

But no one should be alone,

If someone needs a hand,

Offer it to them and take the stand,

When people need help to find their way,

Do not let them wander aimlessly astray,

Help those who fall under blame,

Because in one way or another we are all the same,

If you see someone out in the rain,

Don’t let them stand there and wallow in pain,

To understand someone; a single person cannot do,

Find someone else who knows them too,

Understanding others is how we learn,

So help them out with a little more concern,

Yes, helping out others will make you feel nice,

So don’t just do it once, why not twice,

Please help out people if you are able to,

Because your actions are something you cannot undo.

16



Humans, Nature 
and Home

Hanush Siddabattula – Yr9
What is biodiversity?

Could it be the rabbits running on the field, or the trees pirouetting in the night 

sky?

Could it be wind blowing through each and every living thing?

Could it be the birds singing as you have your morning coffee?

Or the glittering sun penetrating the window panes,

Or the snow falling to the floor,

Or the glaciers crashing hopelessly into the sea as each swing of an axe is being 

brandished at a tree?

The white doves turn into a dark and musty colour as they fly through the cities.

Many lose their lives to the dark-coloured skies.

As we witness our home burning to the actions of us,

We stand proclaiming it is wrong.

With plastic beguiling the creatures of the sea,

Poseidon rises from his bed,

Protecting his dwellers in vain.

Yet, we stand - proclaiming it is wrong.

Is that all we can do?

Is that all we can say?

Humans devastating nature, without rights.

Will this lead to the elimination of the world we all know and love?

No.

We shall not stride into what was, but into what will be of our future.

Nature will survive with the patience and benevolence of humans.

The birds will be soaring high in the sky,

While the fish will be swimming deep into the brimming sea.

No more shall animals cower in fear for their lives.

So let us leave behind this scarred world and live in harmony in a world better 

than the one we left.
17



The Differences that 
Bring us Together

Austin Bhadri – Yr8

Why do we assume that our differences draw us apart? When really they bring us

together.

Imagine living in a world populated by only clones of you, nobody else. At first, it

would be great, you would get along with the clones, have the same hobbies and things

that you like. But, after a while, you would become bored, and hope that there would be

someone else, someone different. This only proves that we are social beings, destined to

be with different people. We like to talk about what happened in the time that we are

apart and share our experiences with one another. In actuality, diversity is much more

significant than our social natures; it is about the differences within every person.

In order to visualise this let me give you an example. Zebra, they graze in the

savannah in vast herds. They have a distinctive black and white striped pattern which

helps you know that they are zebra. However, each individual zebra has its own unique,

distinguishable pattern - no two zebra have the same. This is like humans we all have

different beliefs, preferences, skin colours, hairstyles even. This is what makes us stand

out, what makes each individual human being unique. No two people will grow up to be

the same, there will be similarities but ultimately everyone is different.

These differences have played a major role in our history, for instance, many wars

are conceived from injustices aimed toward different communities of people. A great

example of this was the slave trade; many people were seized from their homes in

Africa against their wills and ferried across the Atlantic ocean to be made labourers.

These slaves would work in plantations and endured cruel conditions, often for the rest

of their lives. In rare occasions, slaves would rebel and try to fight for their freedom,

when this happened only a small percentage succeeded.

Dogs are another good example of how diverse one race can be; there are over 360

breeds of dog, they can vary in size and shape, for example, a pug is small and has a

squashed, short snout, whereas an English mastiff can be 27-35 inches tall, and the

greyhound is the fastest breed. These dog breeds are all different but we choose to show

them all in one collective group using one-word ‘dog’. This relates to humans as there

are many ways in which each person could be different, but we choose to represent the

human race as a whole, all-inclusive term.

My point is that we are not just one species amongst a world full of many bizarre

and wonderful organisms, we are a diverse community with different accents, heritages

and beliefs. It is because of this that our planet is diverse. It is not our differences that

make us different, it is how we react to those differences that has shaped this world to

be a diverse, rich and multicultural society.
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The times we are currently living through are unprecedented. It is a surreal situation that the
changes to our way of living are now so commonplace and comprehensively enforced, that
the idea of merely seeing your mates or popping in to say hello to your relatives has
become a distant memory. An understandable fact backs up this lack of freedom however:
Covid kills. Over 120,000 Britons have passed away from the virus so far. Nearly 20 times
the number of deaths than all UK soldiers killed in conflict since WW2.

Although the concept of a national lockdown with extended state control over the
population has been argued to infringe on the personal liberties of citizens, the majority of
us feel inclined to accept this process for the greater good and the progress of our
country; those of us who are most vulnerable cannot physically afford the impact of
uncontrolled contact which will ultimately result in the rapid spread of this virus.
Lockdown is tough for everyone, right? We’re all in this together? Well listening to the rich
and powerful it is easy for us to become distracted from the reality of COVID inequality.

A succinct snapshot of this illusion was widely seen last year when Gal Gadot and a large
number of her celebrity pals posted a video all singing “Imagine” in an effort to stand
strong in solidarity with the rest of society in the face of covid. This tone deaf superficial
act was not only incredibly cringeworthy it was also a spit in the face to most of the people
watching. Millions of people have lost their jobs and members of their family and are
facing a future as bleak and uncertain as the 2008 recession, if not more so, just to see the
ultra-rich of our society pretending to relate to our struggles while strutting around their
million dollar mansions is frankly patronising.

Our island nation is diverse, we are a land of many different races and cultures, but these
factors shouldn’t have an effect on our life outcomes, nor should they contribute to how we
are affected by this pandemic, but they do. Inequality is on the rise within our nation and
the COVID-19 pandemic is only fuelling this further. The poorest of our society are more
likely to work in jobs significantly affected by Covid, such as many service workers who
cannot feasibly work from home like others. “People from ethnic minority groups are
almost 3x as likely to contract COVID-19 and 5x more likely to experience serious
outcomes. Evidence suggests that this is largely due to social inequalities such as housing,
occupational risk and access to healthcare. In addition lockdown measures have
disproportionately affected minority communities more than others. Those from
Bangladeshi and Black African communities were found more likely to have experienced
financial insecurity and mental health issues than white communities”.

Churchill once famously said: “Never let a good crisis go to waste”; an important concept
today. Although in a different context, it is a chance to unite and make a real change to our
nation. Covid has further exposed the divisions in our society between different ethnicities
and different classes (although the two are certainly linked), the gap is there and staring us
right in the face. As the rich keep profiting off this disaster and the poor keep getting
poorer, we must demand top down extensive changes to the way in which our country and
society is run, to ensure that the long term impact of COVID-19 is not so disproportionate.
If we really are “all in this together”, then let’s make the most of it and use this power to
even out our society and empower those of us who have been exploited.

All in This Together?
Sebastian Shah – Yr12
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A Lack of Diversity in F1
James Seanor – Yr8

F1 could be considered not very diverse. However, is there a good reason for this, or

is it just because of reasons such as a limited number of people being able to enter the

sport?

Firstly, the teams: 6 of the 10 teams are based in the UK, the 78th largest country in

the world, with a seventh having a joint-HQ here as well. However, this is for

practical reasons. Over the years teams have naturally ended up in the UK, because

many races are Europe-based and the UK can be described as the “heart of the racing

world” so teams can easily work with other companies they need to work with in the

racing world. In reality just 3 teams are officially British. However, 9 out of the 10

teams are Western European and the 10th is American. Why is this?

Like many things, the answer is money. Using data from Essentially Sports, in 2019

Williams spent the least of any of the teams at $132 million. The mean average is

$271 million. This makes it financially difficult for companies, outside Europe and

North America to contemplate creating an F1 team. However, new budget caps of

$145 million, and $135 million from 2023, could make this easier in the future.

Secondly, the drivers: Lewis Hamilton has been calling for greater diversity in F1,

which has an initiative called #WeRaceAsOne which aims for greater diversity and

inclusion in the sport.

This year, one of the focuses is about female participation in the sport. Currently,

there are no female drivers. Only men have entered races since 1992 and the last time

a woman started an F1 race was 1976. Over history, 5 women have entered a race, 2

have started, and 1 has scored points (0.5 points).

However, why haven’t there been any female F1 drivers in the last 29 years?

Well, it’s for a number of reasons.

The first is that the average boy is more likely to want to be an F1 driver than

an average girl. This might be because in western society boys are more likely

to enjoy things like karting than girls. Also, boys are able to “want to be like

Lewis Hamilton” or “want to be like Max Verstappen” whereas girls don’t have a

role model that they want to be when they grow up in the F1 driver world. It was

only 3 years ago that many women in the sport were “grid girls” holding umbrellas at

the start of the race looking nice.
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However, many girls do get into karting. So why don’t they become F1 drivers?

Well, only a tiny fraction of aspiring racing drivers become F1 drivers. Last year,

the woman highest in the racing world was Sophia Flörsch. She came 29th out of

35 in F3. Let’s say there are 200,000 men in the driving world (made up figures)

and 10,000 women. This means that 1 in 10,000 men would have an F1 seat (20

men). However, statistically, just 1 woman could drive in F1.

There is an ongoing debate about whether F1 is one of those sports where your

gender affects your performance and therefore it is harder for women to beat men

than the other way round.

However, gender isn’t the only measure of diversity. Nationality is also a good

measure. At a glance, F1 seems quite diverse. The 20 drivers come from 13

countries, averaging out at just over 1.5 drivers per country. This seems reasonably

diverse, until you look more closely. The country with the most drivers (3) is the

UK. The countries with 2 drivers are Finland- Northern Europe, France- Western

Europe, Spain- Western Europe, Germany- Westen Europe and Canada- North

America. A pattern quickly emerges. In fact, the only driver not from a country in

the top category in the Human Development Index is Sergio Perez from Mexico.

His early career involved many trips to the US to race.

Like the teams, you need money to drive. According to a post on Kart Pulse, in

your first year it can cost you $4,000 (currently around £2,900) for a kart, engine

etc. It then costs around $250 (around £180) per race. At 12 races a year, you need

to put aside over £5,000. It’s not hard to see why it’s just not possible for people in

certain countries to get into the racing world. Even in the wealthiest countries, it

is hard for people with a lower household income to afford the cost of racing.

The solution to making F1 more diverse isn’t just one answer, and it depends on

what type of diversity you’re interested in. Perhaps one of the key challenges is

lack of awareness. Many people who have a talent for racing may have never once

considered racing because they just don’t know about it. Alex Albon, who drove in

F1 in 2019 and 20, is half British and half Thai. He chose to race under the Thai

flag to help promote awareness of the sport in the country.

However, like many things, a main answer to why F1 isn’t more diverse, is money.

The Lack of Diversity in F1 continued
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The Ecosystem of Our 
Earth

William Brash – Yr8

There are infinite possibilities for this question:

What comes to mind when we think of our home?

Could it be, the forest, with the shady canopy of leaves,

Or the nasty, noisy construction zone, that leaves a ringing in our ears?

How about the creatures, big and small?

They're a part of this too, quite a big part in fact.

The gentle splash of a dolphin's tail in the water,

And the roar of the great lion, in the dune sea.

Maybe it could be the older ones,

The ones that ruled Earth for millennia.

The ones that walked across the globe effortlessly,

The infamous dinosaurs, given a name for just living.

Birds, lizards, snakes, maggots,

Just naming all the magnificent animals

That left their mark on our home,

Would take years, let alone naming their species.

But unfortunately, you see,

We do not have that long left.

For we are destroying the very world that we live in.

If we do not act soon, everything will go to waste.

All of our hard work, gone.

All of the wonderful animals, gone.

Us, gone.

We are killing the ecosystem of our Earth.
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Biodiversity is the foundation of our Earth and provides us with many
different uses, sustaining human life on this planet. It imparts economic value
- raw materials and industry, creating jobs for people and sustaining their
livelihoods. It has recreational value - parks, lakes, birdwatching, hiking,
camping; the outdoors. It holds cultural value - different indigenous tribes
are connected to their surroundings through spiritual and transcendental
beliefs about nature.

Scientifically our Earth is imperative; the variety and range of organisms
helps us understand the world around us. Most importantly it is the life
support upon which we depend. Biodiversity is the concrete of ecosystems
and it is these ecosystems that provide us with the building blocks for a
functioning planet along with the constant cycle of vital gases and water.

20% of the world’s oxygen, 80% of the world’s food varieties, 25% of
modern pharmaceuticals, more than 3 million species, and 1/3 of all tropical
trees in the world; all of these are being destroyed at the highest rate of
deforestation this past decade. The Amazon region has lost over 3,800 miles2

of forest — an area equivalent to over 1.8 million football fields in just ONE
YEAR. We discover a new species every TWO DAYS approximately; that’s
183 new species, new opportunities for learning, new opportunities for
medicine each year. With the antibiotic drug pipeline drying up now and

more and more bacteria becoming resistant to even last resort antibiotics,
deforestation is destroying any hope of us finding any cures from plants in
the future. Who knows the medicinal capabilities of those undiscovered
plants? Who knows the scientific potential that one of those birds had? No
one will know. There is nothing to discover in the barren lands we leave
behind.

We are destroying our own chances of survival. These species could hold the
cure for cancer and these species could contribute to the biodiversity and
functioning of the rainforest ecosystem.

If the current rate of deforestation continues, the WWF estimates that 27% of
the Amazon will have been deforested by 2030. Every day we idly stand by
and allow this incessant deforestation to happen, we lose even more hope of
finding anything new to help us and ruin the biodiversity and natural
ecosystems of the rainforest and our future.

Our Future in Our Hands
Vivin Thamaraikannan - Yr12
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Why Does Silence 
Sometimes Follow Honesty?

Ted Gundry – Yr13

‘...so long as the Opposition do not again block the Government’s plans to do

so!’ uttered the Prime Minister. This final comment sent the house up into

chaos, with the Government officials exhibiting their backing of the Prime

Minister with jeers of approval, whilst Opposition members let go of civility

to direct condemnation towards the Prime Minister.

‘Order!...Order!’ bellowed the Speaker as the House slowly began to hush.

The Speaker browsed around the chamber before spotting the young Member

of Parliament for Aylesbury amongst the standing backbenchers.

‘The Right Honourable member for Aylesbury’ the Speaker announced.

Through the humdrum clatter of others retaking their seats, the young man

began to speak.

‘Thank you Mr. Speaker but unfortunately I have nothing to add to this topic

- I do not feel it is any of my business when more pressing issues are at hand

-’

‘No I am sorry but I can only allow questions on this subject’ the Speaker

interjected ‘so if you do not have a question relating to this topic you must

retake your seat’.

The young man paused for a moment before opting to continue.

‘...I’m sorry Mr. Speaker but if not now, then when?...When?

What I wish to discuss will not ever be a topic of debate in this house since it

has supposedly been resolved

See, you all pretend that you are doing your best to advance this country but

you skirt around the issues that truly matter

The issues that truly affect the day to day lives of the masses

And by doing this, you only consolidate issues further

And I’m not innocent of that

In fact, I am probably the worst of the lot

I’ve let you all go on discussing your futile trade plans - needless economic

changes

I’ve sat and watched the verbal sparring between the two sides countless

times
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I’ve allowed you to all go on without consideration - without feeling -

without acknowledgement of one of the most important problems in

our society

I’ve been malleable

I’ve been submissive

I’ve been wrong

And I am just not going to do it anymore!

Many of you may convince yourselves that diversity is not an issue

And that the growing prevalence of different genders, ethnicities and

religious groups in all spheres of society tells us diversity is not an issue

But diversity extends beyond simply the presence of people different from

one another in society

Diversity requires the respect and acceptance of different genders, ethnicities

and religious groups - no matter the circumstances

You pride yourselves on living in one of the most advanced and accepting

societies in the world

But what good is that when numerous minority groups live in fear of truly

expressing themselves due to rejection

When people fear travelling to certain areas - applying for certain jobs -

simply leaving the house due to the prospect of being refused and even

tormented for something as trivial as the colour of their skin

We cannot go on as we are - we must make enormous changes

In the name of democracy, let us overcome political barriers

Let us use our power to resolve these problems

Let us allow every individual the chance to live freely in the country that they

regard as their own

For this country has the potential to be free, to be kind, to be a country full of

love and respect for one another if we let it

A country where everyone, no matter their gender, no matter

their skin colour, no matter their religion, can live as they choose

A country free of hate, free of persecution, free of violence - where social

progress can lead to the happiness of all

Please I beg of you all, for the sake of truly attaining this, let us all do what is

right!’

Well, you may not believe it but the brashness and ineloquence of the speech

threw the house into an uncharacteristic state of silence. Silence except, that

is, for the echoing of the young man’s footsteps as he fumed exiting from the

chamber.

Why Does Silence Sometimes Follow Honesty continued
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Dive into My Pond
Myles Coe - Yr7

Wispy algae stretching and entangling themselves

across the motionless pond, like dishevelled hair.

Under the coverage of algae and into the inky

blackness of the pond, are menacing dragon fly

larvae, eyes bulging like a balloon before it bursts,

always alert and prepared to victimise their prey.

Water boatmen insects emerge from the cloudy

depths, bouncing at the surface; their forelegs

hauling their elongated body along the diaphanous

surface, before suddenly diving down to refuge in

the safety of the pond weed. Honey bees driving

their proboscis deep into the dainty star-shaped

lanky water iris's flowers and drawing up

rewarding, sweet nectar. The irises tilt under the

weight.

The toad with its scattered speckles, barely seen

lurching under the shelter of the putrescent, fallen

bough of the ash tree, as it overlooks the dancing

flies skimming the polished pond surface.
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In summer, I can walk in my garden and see a variety
of trees and bushes, ripe and heavy with the burden
of lush fruits. Sweet and saccharin, viscid
blackberries bask in the rays of the warm soft sun
whilst rotting apples are feasted upon by crawling,
scuttling insects. In autumn, the equinox brings on
flurries of rain and longer cool nights. Most days, the
sun hides behind bleak, grey clouds, providing sparse
illumination to the leaf-wrapped world below.

Eventually, autumn passes and the leaves rot down
into the rich black earth, signifying the coming of
winter.

When I walk in winter, frozen ground snaps under
my feet and I walk in the darkness of a world asleep.
There is little excitement in the cold, chill mornings,
when the skeletons of trees mark the graves of the
old year. However, even the long winter must come
to an end, when the woodland and fields open their
eyes and adjust to the pale light of early spring, soon
blossoming into the vivid vibrant summer colours of
different fruits and flowers awaiting the summer
harvest.

Different Seasons
William Spottiswoode-Annat – Yr10
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Clouds! How do they even work? In the stratosphere, transparent water

vapour condenses into minute liquid droplets or solid crystals around

nucleation sites in the form of atmospheric dust, staying aloft due to

surface-area to volume ratio considerations and so on and so forth, ad

infinitum, ad nauseam. There’s probably good solid physics behind it,

but the end result is that we have these great, big, fluffy things, as large

as mountains, just hanging in the sky unsupported. How is one supposed

to take the world seriously? It’s all fake, I’m telling you, we’re just

programs in a simulation...

Okay, but disregarding the debatable verisimilitude of this existence, you

have to admit that clouds really are just gorgeous. One of my favourite

hobbies, whenever I’m trudging down from the bus park on a Monday

morning far earlier than anyone should be forced to be conscious, is to

simply crane my neck as far upwards as my joints will allow and gawk,

wide-eyed, jaw opened, tentacles sheathed, at the visual buffet that the

sky has served up for me today.

Yes, some of my favourite things in this life are just admiring the

morning cirrus strands, like feathers ascended, or the classic dapple of

altocumulus; but recently I’ve been really savouring the crucible that

sunset makes of a sky, clouds heated to molten gold and yet still

silhouettes, outshone by our local star. And of course I mustn’t forget

about - what?

Well, that’s a bit rude.

Fine, fine, if you insist. Sheesh. It takes a bit of the edge off Period 1, is

all.

A Rhapsody on Clouds
Jeffrey Tan – Yr13
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For a Steamed Dumpling
Joshua Lai – Yr13

Arse parked unsparingly, bordering luxuriously, en route to London Marylebone

station; via the most average carriage Chiltern Railways had to offer. I send my deepest

regards to COVID-19, having bestowed me with a harmonious ride as the only

passenger of the carriage. I was able to thoroughly immerse myself in its averageness.

There were the usual 80s-retro-abstract prints on the seats that I couldn’t help but refuse

to appreciate, and that undoubtedly masked a host of bothersome grime. It did not,

however, manage to conceal the sad little lump of gum some ruffian youth had left

square in the centre of the seat opposite me. I couldn’t tell how many journeys back and

forth the gum had endured but it was clear the poor bugger had seen fresher days -

countless rubbings up and down of jeans had turned him a ghastly grey. Recently taped

to the windows, there were a couple of vibrant posters covered in dull information

providing insight as to how one goes about avoiding COVID-19: wear a mask, hand

sanitise regularly, travel at quieter times; the whole shebang how not to encounter the

virus. The train ride was, for the most part, uneventful.

Once at Marylebone Station, I transferred to the underground and traversed my

way to Piccadilly Circus; a total of three stops southbound along the Bakerloo line.

From there it would be a brief walk to Chinatown.

Wafts of warm commuter air pushed me toward the surface, but, like the light at the end

of a tunnel that you dismally realise to be a hurtling train, I could hear faint whispers of

a rudimentary drum backing track reverberating along the corridors, amplified with

every step I took. I regret to recount that social pressure got the best of me, and I joined

the socially-distanced bully circle that had formed around the over-zealous busker. After

three minutes of his preparation - consisting purely of prehistoric head-bopping - he

pulled out his scratched-up saxophone and switched the track to ‘Careless Whisper’,

shamelessly riffing out of tune (the whole spirit of the situation was rather shameless). I

think it was the incongruent combination of his bright red breathless face straining at the

mouthpiece and his sensual, provocative hip gyrations that have ruined the song for

me...permanently.

I also regret to inform that during the last minute of the song (that’s right, the eager

gentleman couldn’t hold out until the end), as he came around collecting any spare

change, I accidentally dropped two entire £1 coins into his tweed grandad cap, as

opposed to the 50p I had deemed the performance worthy of. And so it was, one

overpriced 5-minute jazz improvisation later, I emerged from the depths of the

underground and up the greasy piss-covered steps of Piccadilly Circus Station.
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It was then that I found, to my utter dismay, the hollowed-out shell of ‘Ripley’s

Believe It or Not!’ museum was looming before me. I remember when I was at the

tender age of 10 and the museum was still booming with business, my parents took me

there during a day trip. Long story short I was utterly traumatised. My father failed to

subdue my qualms when he thought it was a grand idea proving to me every one of the

monstrous exhibits I had set my eyes on was real. This notion honestly did bother me so

much I must have struggled to sleep soundly for at least two months afterwards.

Premonitions of the world’s fattest farmer (Robert Earl Hughes with a waistline of 115”

in his prime) squishing me out of existence were not suitable before bedtime. Reluctant

to relive the dark and daunting memories, I made haste along Coventry Street, passing

by a Five Guy’s and TGI Fridays - but American was not the cuisine that I was after!

When I reached the sickly, artificially flamboyant front of the ‘M&M’s World’

store, it was the cue I needed to take the sharp left turn into Wardour Street, and further

down Wardour Street, a few hundred yards, was the magnificent and majestic

Chinatown Gate. Two bright red wooden pillars supported the intricate ornamental

designs of the Qing dynasty era banner. Exotic blue and gold and red and jade hues

adorned the banner, topped off with the archetypal jade tile roofing - the scene screamed

regality. To paraphrase the guy in the satnav, ‘I had reached my destination’.

The grand gate marked the beginning of the cultural bubble in central London.

Sightseers flocked about, encompassing the structure with eagerness for pictures.

Centred beneath the gate, a young woman was frantically flailing her selfie stick in

anguish as another couple intruded on a potential Instagram post. Not fancying to get

caught up in the imminent drama, a duel to the death with selfie sticks, I proceeded on

and took a quick right into Gerrard Street, the High Street and heart of Chinatown.

Foreign yet homely smells invaded my nose, from the vast variety of fruits and

vegetables that lay upon the market stalls. Street vendors were yelling out to each other

and passers-by in their mother tongue Cantonese, and elderly women mumbled

triumphantly and made small talk as they bagged up the groceries they had bartered

down in price. God, I wished my bilingual parents had committed to Chinese lessons

with me, but alas, I stuck out like a turd in a punch bowl.

Nevertheless, as I progressed down the street in search of a restaurant to dine in, I

became completely immersed in the chaotic beauty of Chinatown. ‘Mr Wu’s’,

‘Kowloon Restaurant’, ‘Golden Dragon’, ‘Golden Phoenix’; quite a few ‘golden’ ones

for that matter, very valuable sounding and enticing. I did have a particular restaurant in

mind, just before the comical, cliché ‘Feng Shui Inn’, was the on-trend ‘Golden

Pagoda’, a contender strongly recommended by my father.

I was taken to a neat little table with a fresh pristine white tablecloth and

awkwardly proceeded to ask the waiter for an English menu. I concluded a service

charge would be wholly unjust considering the ever-increasing dubiousness that

smothered his face. Having scoured the menu thoroughly and ordered a number of

dishes that made my mouth water (most importantly the beef and chicken steamed

dumplings) I waited, anticipation had possessed me. The chef was on fire that day

because, in a matter of minutes, a waitress came over and promptly placed the tower of

bamboo steamers in front of me. It was so beautiful. She unveiled the heavenly sight of

steam swirling madly around the assortment of buns and dumplings. Chopsticks

trembling, I bit into the piping hot dumpling.

For a Steamed Dumpling continued
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Just Imagine
George Wiggs – Yr11

Imagine

Just imagine

That for one second there was no creed or colour,

There was no cultural identity.

Imagine

Just imagine

That we are all black or white, Asian or Hispanic,

There was nothing to distinguish us from where we came from.

Imagine

Please just imagine

We all spoke the same and wrote the same,

Sang the same and performed the same.

Imagine

Honestly just imagine

That when you went out and saw the cities, towns, villages,

They all looked the same, no change, unremarkable - identical

Stop imagining

You don’t need to imagine any longer look around you, what do you see?

Is it different creeds and colours, do you hear different languages,

Taste different cultures.

Yes, you do,

Because we are all different and have something to give,

So don’t imagine that we should all be like you,

All uniformed and the same, no self-expression nor pride in heritage.

So enjoy the fact you must not imagine a diverse world,

And imagine instead,

An even more accepting world.

Imagine

Please I want you to imagine

That there is a world where we are all different,

Different regions, different countries, different continents.

All different, all unique,

Yet unified.
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A Sandwich
Jasper Smith – Yr8

The alarm went off at 7am as it always did. Colin cuddled his wife Ann a good

morning and started getting dressed and ready for work. Black trousers, white

shirt, blue jacket and his black shoes that he had polished the previous evening,

as always. After breakfast, he packed his ham sandwich made by Ann for his

lunch, and drove the 10 miles to his office. He parked his car in the office car

park, now almost full with hundreds of identical blue cars. As he walked in he

met his colleague Colin. "Morning Colin", Colin greeted.

"Morning", Colin replied.

"How’s Ann?", Colin queried.

"Oh, she’s fine. What about Ann?"

"Doing well thanks." They walked together to the office and joined the queue of

blue jackets to the lift. Eventually they shared a lift with three other Colins to

the fifth floor and began work at the stroke of 9. After an uneventful morning,

he stopped for lunch at 12:30 and ate his ham sandwich on a bench outside.

"Ann does make a good ham sandwich"; all the other Colins nodded in

agreement as they munched their identical lunches.

That evening on the commute back home, a troubling thought tumbled into

Colin’s mind, 'Why is it that every day is the same? Why is it that we all drive

the same car?' When he arrived home he knew he had a difficult conversation

ahead with his wife.

"Ann? Please don’t think I'm going mad but I've decided I don't want a ham

sandwich tomorrow. Instead I would like…cheese and pickle", he urged.

"But...but...but everyone has ham for lunch", replied Ann. "Why don't you have

a lie down dear. I’m sure you'll feel better soon."

But that night Colin couldn't sleep. He knew that he couldn't be the same as

everyone else anymore; he knew that he had to be different. As his mind raced

that night he decided he was going to paint his car a different colour, he would

wear a yellow jacket, he might even wear some brown shoes to work. And

above all else, he would have a cheese and pickle sandwich for lunch
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The Painter
Dominic Lai – Yr11

The pigments of the world are beautiful,

A canvas of colours; mix’d and spread o’er

Billions of delicate paint brush strokes,

Her hands caress the painting; Her creation.

Trees of green, yellow, brown, red and purple,

Insects buzz, the birds chirp and the fish swim,

Animals walk and we walk among them too,

She paints and paints in quiet solitude.

I gaze in awe and fearful reverence,

Admiration for creator and creation

“A picture paints a thousand words” they say,

Hers paints a vibrant world

One day I ask here: 

“Which colour do you prefer?”

Alas, she gazes back and smiles,

“All colours are beautiful, don’t you think?”
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The Wonderful Adventures 
of Luce the Goose

Bo-Een Wong - Yr9
SQUAWK SQUAWK SQUAWK

“UUGHH” groaned Lucy, it was morning in Aromatic Cove, the worst time of the day in

her opinion. She absolutely loathed the whole process of getting up, changing, getting

ready for duck school and so on. Suddenly, she heard the cry of "PIZZAAAA!". She darted

towards the door at the speed of an ostrich, only to trip up on her clothes she hadn't put in

the laundry; the silly goose really was clumsy (one day in the middle of the summer she

went to ride on a swing only to tumble off of it like a bowling ball, the result: goostastic

broken ankles). She quickly picked herself back up and soared down all 50 flights of stairs

like an aeroplane, or maybe an angel. Never mind, it was just a flying goose looking like a

dinosaur had just scared the life out of the poor creature. With a heavy thud she landed,

well on her head she did….

For some reason, she did not notice the pain and sprinted towards the pizza of her dreams;

it was Hawaiian too (her favourite). “NOOOOOOOOO!” shrieked Lucy, the pizza had just

been plucked from straight under her nose by her younger brother. Her will to live

dissipated in the blink of an eye. Looking over at his mortified sister, was quite a delighted

young lad; he had got payback after all the bullying he had received over the years. The

righteous definition of DESTRUCTION. “HAHAHA.” chuckled Brucey (goes by Bruce

usually). Lucy was upset, after this whole fiasco so she went up to her room and accepted

defeat. What a hassle this stressful day had been she thought, until...

ASFDSFHEAHAHAHA, out of nowhere the mythical creature Pegasus came bursting in!

It made a weird horse sound every time its wings flapped and neighed like a crocodile. It

had blue wings purer than the darkest sapphire, a fiery, blaze-driven trail redder than a

sparkling ruby blended with radiant hues of amber, eyes as green as an emerald crystal

and fur as coarse as a giraffe….. “OMGGG!” roared Lucy, who had suddenly turned into a

dinosaur whilst roaring. “Your so PRETTYYY!” gasped Lucy, turning back into the

little goose she was. “I know I am”, replied the Pegasus, with the most SAVAGE reply that

even the calamitous sleep-deprived donkey would have been surprised to hear (he’s the

most savage donkey in the universe by the way). After hours and hours of talking about the

most boring things, Pegasus agreed that Lucy could have 3 wishes of any choice and

that he would grant them at any time. Then she passed out (mainly because of the

excitement but also because she got jaw dropped by a boring horse). In her sleep she

dreamt of many things. One of them was insulting the donkey saying he looked like an

Oreo with white hair and beating him in a sword fight as well. However we all knew these

were all dreams as the donkey was the best in the business when it came to duels annnnnnd

silly Luce Goose was the worst.

HONK HONK HONK
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The Two Trees
Matthias Bockmuehl – Yr9

The Allied Forces were vast, with great diversity. Down in the trenches at

5:30 AM, Harold and Archie were gossiping about trench life.

“So, how’s your family?” asked Harold.

“ Alright I guess.” replied Archie whilst slurping up the last of his soup.

“How’s yours?” enquired Archie licking his lips.

“Well I don’t know. You see they haven’t written for nearly five weeks!”

barked Harold.

“Oh. Well it’s alright. I’m here to comfort you!” said Archie encouraging

Harold.

“Did you hear about Tommy Doser in trench four?” asked Archie grabbing

a pack of cigarettes.

“No, why?”

“ Nobody’s going near him . He’s apparently very smelly. They say he

hasn’t had a shower in nearly six weeks!!” gasped Archie.

“Haha. That’s just typical Tommy Doser for you there!” said Harold

laughing.

“Wait, you know him?” asked Archie lighting his cigarette.

“Yeah, we were in the same training camp. He was the one who never

showered, always had thirds of Tomato soup and had the weirdest dreams.

I remember him telling us about him seeing this thing which was

apparently called Hoogle or Google or something like that and it would tell

anyone anything they wanted to know about anything in less than a second.

Absolutely insane he was!” explained Harold.

“ Do you want one?” asked Archie offering Harold a cigarette.

“Ah, cheers!” said Harold fishing one from the bottom.

“I actually had a really weird dream myself last night.” said Archie taking

another puff of his cigarette.
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“Go on then.”

“ In my dream my missus planted two trees, an apple tree and a pear tree.”

said Archie

“Sounds crazy already!”

“The two trees grew next to each other for a long time and they were

magnificent until one day she came out to look at them and the apple tree

was dead. Shortly after, the pear tree died and she figured that the reason

the pear tree died was because the apple tree was the support for the pear

tree.” said Archie looking up at the sky.

“Hahahha. You are bonkers mate!” laughed Harold

“ Yeah I know!” replied Archie. “It’s nearly dusk they’ll be shooting at us

soon.”

“Yeah.” agreed Harold looking up at the smoky sky.

Sreeech! Boom! Suddenly a shell exploded behind them.

“Guns boys! Guns!” shouted the general. They dropped their cigarettes,

stamped them out and headed towards the gun cabinet. “ We’ll talk after

the shooting!” shouted Archie over the sound of gunfire.

“ Yeah sure,See you then!”

But after the shooting, there was no chatting... or laughing... neither

sleeping. There was just tears in Harold’s eyes as he stared down at Archies

pale face. Everything around him went silent. The noise of gunfire, soldiers

screaming, shells exploding around him. Everything thing went silence.

Harold looked up at the sky and screamed..”Nooooooooooooooooooooo!!”

Tears filled his eyes, “ It was a sign.” whispered Harold. Suddenly

everything went back to normal. The gunfire, soldiers screaming, shells

exploding. That was when he lifted his cigarette lighter to his head the

flame flickering beside him... That was when everything went black...

The Two Trees continued
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Something New
Amey Sharma – Yr10

I woke up to the sound of my blaring alarm, ringing louder and louder until it was

unbearable. My eyes opened and I turned in my bed in an attempt to turn off my

alarm with minimal effort. Slowly, as seconds passed by, I gradually became more

aware of my surroundings. My monotone surroundings were dimly lit by a faint glow

of light escaping from my ajar curtains. With my muscles screaming in protest, I

steadily forced my body out of bed. I turned on my phone, and saw the usual stream

of notifications arrive - work messages, subscriptions, weather. My stomach

tightened as I realised that I had to go to work today and prepared myself for my

normal routine in the morning. After finishing off my daily necessities such as

breakfast, brushing and showering, and got dressed in my usual working attire - navy

blue pants, white shirt, black coat, red tie, I turned around in order to examine myself

in the mirror, but my dimly lit surroundings provided no aid for me to see my

reflection. I walked over to the edge of my room and turned on my light, but the light

made no difference. Nothing in my room seemed to change - my wallpaper still

seemed dull and monochronic and my minimalistic room seemed to be devoid of

anything that stood out. I looked at my reflection in the mirror, and thought of how

normal I was. Nobody out in the open would give me a second glance, and I blended

in perfectly with the other people commuting to work in the morning. Unsatisfied,

and wanting a bit of diversity in my clothing, I searched again through my closet, and

pulled out the first thing that came to hand. I looked down and saw a pair of brown

pants. I quickly changed clothes for the second time, and examined myself again. I

had turned into a completely different person. I removed my blazer, only wearing my

brown pants, white shirt and red tie. With this sudden change, my outfit popped. The

contrast between the brown, white and red was obvious, and I felt different than all

the other days in my mundane life. My room stood out to me and my previously

monotone surroundings seemed to have changed. Its colours were more distinct and

my grey painted walls that had once added to the seemingly dull room now lifted the

overall mood and made it so that every piece of furniture, decorative plant or shelf

stood out from its surroundings. But it was not only my room that had changed –

I had as well. I felt unstoppable; an aura of confidence had built around me and I felt

as if nothing could go wrong. Doing something different - even something as

insignificant as wearing different clothes than usual had enabled me to diversify my

lifestyle and had changed my perspective from repetitive and dreary to fresh and

interesting.
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The Bloodcrow
Matthew Baker - Yr8

Aboard the Imperial ship known as the Bloodcrow a crackly voice came over the

ship's intercom: "Lieutenant Thrawn, report to Captain Rossi's office

immediately." Eli Vanto looked over at his friend and commanding officer and

sighed. Thrawn, while he was the most competent and intelligent officer aboard

the ship, was always picked on by Captain Rossi due to him being only partially

human. His skin was bright blue, his hair was jet black and his eyes glowed

intensely crimson. Captain Rossi always singled him out for difficult and time

consuming tasks, and as Eli Vanto was his translator due to Thrawn's language

skills being questionable, he was forced to accompany Thrawn. Captain Rossi

would only become increasingly annoyed when Thrawn would always complete

the menial tasks excellently.

"Come, Ensign Vanto", pleaded Thrawn softly, "We shall see what Captain Rossi

wishes us to do". Eli sighed again before muttering,

"Yes, sir". Thrawn briskly walked down the winding steel grey corridors of the

ship. Eli was almost as loathed by the captain as Thrawn was, as he was Thrawn's

translator and aide and was from an unknown region of space called Wild Space.

After the Clone Wars non-humans had a lot of resentment against them due to

most of Separatist leaders being aliens. They arrived at the office and the door

smoothly slid open with a mechanical hiss. Captain Rossi had her back to them

and was looking out into the black void through the viewport, broken only by the

bright pinpricks of stars. Eli looked at the captain's reflection in the glass and just

as the captain opened her mouth to speak a bright green flash came from nowhere

and the front of the ship erupted in a burst of light and fire.

The ship shook and Eli was nearly knocked off his feet. Crews and fighter pilots

were running to their stations; the only person who didn't look remotely surprised

was Thrawn. Then again Thrawn had never looked surprised in the years Eli had

known him. Thrawn coolly walked to a sensor station and asked the officer what

the trajectory of the blast was. "It came from just behind that asteroid sir",

reported the officer. A large rebel ship emerged from behind the asteroid

accompanied by a couple dozen of those blasted Rebel X-Wings.
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"Scramble all fighters", ordered Rossi's arrogant voice.

"I respectfully disagree ma'am", said Thrawn, "We are badly outnumbered and I

believe it to be a trap. I also have an alternate plan".

"Are you questioning my authority Lieutenant Thrawn?", retorted Captain Rossi.

"But ma'am, my plan will result in zero casualties and destroy the main

rebel ship as well as the majority of the fighters."

The Rebel ship was now directly in between the Bloodcrow and the

asteroid and the X-Wing fighters were swarming the ship. All the while the Rebel

ship was bombarding the Bloodcrow with its cannons. The captain snarled

but gave in due to the hopelessness of the situation, "Very well - let's hear this

so called plan of yours Lieutenant '', she sneered sarcastically.

"Thank you, ma'am", Thrawn replied evenly. "I propose that we

tractor beam* this asteroid while the Rebel ship is directly between us and pull

it towards us so that it crashes into the Rebel ship destroying it on impact." Rossi

carefully considered and said, "Well it might be worth a try Lieutenant".

Eli breathed a sigh of relief. Thrawn walked up to the tractor beam operators and

said, "Tractor beam officer Dreyland, target the asteroid directly behind the rebel

ship and pull it forward at maximum power for 8 kilometres."

"Yes sir", replied the officer and began powering up the tractor beam. The asteroid

suddenly jerked forwards and lurched in on the vector of the Rebels

ship. Desperately, the crew of the Rebel ship began manoeuvring and taking

evasive action but it was too late; it collided with the asteroid and was consumed

in a burst of flame and debris. The Rebel fighter went on full retreat. Thrawn had

won the battle, and Captain Rossi took all the credit for it. She received her medal

while smugly smirking at Thrawn and Eli. Thrawn should have been an admiral

by now. But he was held back by the prejudices of high command and had no real

political support to counter that.

*a tractor beam is a device that pulls whatever it's locked onto towards the ship

The Bloodcrow continued 39



Never-Ending Skies
Ethan Taank – Yr9

Grasping onto a volcano ledge, with the slow filling 

of lava:

Our world is declining, crumbling down, 

deteriorating.

Because people of all races, gender and cultures are 

in one big collision.

The world was once an exquisite, heavenly paradise,

But now we protest on racism, antisemitism and 

human rights.

With never-ending problems our paradise will 

succumb to extinction.

Climate change, hate and racism will succeed and 

shred away our golden memories

Of family, friendships and an affectionate world.

This is why we as an Earth should unite.

This is why we as a people should show our might

And come together in this wondrous world.

To rise above hatred; to rise above pride,

And we as one colossal tribe shall thrive in a 

communal cohesion

Beneath the never-ending skies.
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Live Your Life to the 
Fullest

Reuben Hayward Doyle – Yr10

Life is a film. A film full of ups and downs. A film that is special to you

and only you. So make sure it is worth watching. No one likes a film

which is boring or a waste of time, so why is your film any different? In

our dying breaths we will look back on this film and think, was it worth

living? Did I give everything I could have? Did I achieve everything I
wanted to achieve?

Before you reach that last breath make sure you can answer yes to those

questions. Today may be the day to make a change. To make your life

matter. Because one day it will be over.

Two and a half years ago, someone very close to my heart was diagnosed

with Hodgkin's lymphoma. A type of cancer which affected the lymph

nodes in his neck. It was a life or death situation, my brother needed

help. Six months of chemotherapy later and I'm pleased to say he has the

all clear. But, in that instance no one knew what would happen. No one

knew if his film was coming to a close. It made me realise that there may

never be a tomorrow. So make the change today. Don’t say you will live

your best life tomorrow because what if there is no tomorrow. Do the

things you want to do today. Not tomorrow because tomorrow may never

come.

Oscar Wilde once said:

“ To live is the rarest thing in the world. Most people exist, that is all.”

This man is right. Do the things you want to do today not tomorrow.

Live your life to the fullest – enjoy it – make sure that when you take

your last breath and you watch your film, you can confidently say:

"Damn my life was amazing."
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Finding Beauty in 
Diversity

Aryan Saxena – Yr12

1) How do I stop all the pain, the anger? I can't hold on, I just want to break.

Why have I been reduced to this? Nothing but my colour and beliefs…is there no 

more acceptance and understanding?

2) WHY? Are we not inclined to have differences? To represent ourselves? To 

bring unity in opposites?

3) What do you do to open their minds? Should I even try? Who can enact 

change? I want to find comfort and compassion.

4) I don’t know what to do so maybe I should leave but how can I leave?

1) Diversity is difficult to the closed mind; allowing it in will open the flood gates 

as unguided confusion facilitates fear, blooming anger - planting the bombs of 

assault and attacks

2) If you look around the world, not another will be found. No copies. No 

alternate versions. No imitations. You are the diversity you strive for.

3) Me and my closest on many issues don’t agree so instead of arguing frequently 

we find ourselves admiring beauty - in diversity.

4) Sometimes the answer no is best for you to realise and to progress when you 

have outgrown your environment everything is an anchor dragging you down the 

Mariana instead of elevating you to Everest.

Ending) Relinquish your pain, your anger, your hatred. All hatred is born from 

self-hatred and thus will only aid your self-destruction; do not fall into their 

vicious cycle of anger or you will be condemned to repeat their mistakes. Fear is 

at the centre of it all; it will kill their empathy to understand what is different, they 

want to preserve what they know. Learn and evolve. Spread your story. Your 

message. Your truth. Change will happen eventually, but hasty shifts will only 

cause the future to regress and confusion to emerge; your voice can easily become 

an echo. Preach your truth and pain! Or do you want your brothers and sisters to 

be scarred with similar pain?
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Orthodoxically 
Unorthodox

Max Meader – Yr7

Celebrate:

The beauty of diversity

And the variations of us.

Be grateful

We are all unique,

And the details that distinguish,

Make us who we are.

Renounce

Criticism, judgement, racism, discrimination.

Eyes like daggers.

Words that sting.

Love

The beauty of gender, background, appearance

Race and disability -

Be the change.
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